
  The mid-Palaeocene, roughly the period between 61 and 
58 million years ago, saw extensive volcanism along the 
NW European continental margin, the NW Scottish sector 
forming the so-called Hebridean Igneous Province. This 
activity, related to continental rifting and mantle plume 
activity	in	the	north	Atlantic	region,	manifested	surficially	in	
the	formation	of	fissure-fed	lava	fields,	and	both	shield	and	
composite-caldera volcanoes, and at deeper crustal levels, 
the emplacement of plutons (Central Intrusive Complexes), 
sill complexes and regional dyke swarms.
  The lava sequences (Skye-Rum; Eigg: Mull-Morvern) are 
dominated	 by	 flows	 of	 basalt-intermediate	 composition	
with complex architectural styles and stratigraphical and 
facies	 relationships.	The	 lava	fields	are	however	not	wholly	
igneous in character as they also include an assortment of 
sedimentary formations demonstrating a range of the syn-
volcanic sedimentary facies and depositional environments. 
Many were deposited during periods of regional quiescence, 
but some show evidence of interaction with active volcanism. 
Amelioration in environmental conditions during intervals 
of longer duration enabled localised biotic recolonisation 
of	 the	 lava	 fields.	 Integrating	 lithofacies	 analyses	 of	 both	
volcanic and sedimentary units with a limited fossil record 
allows partial reconstruction of an evolving mosaic of 
landscapes and palaeoenvironments, and to a limited extent, 
the palaeoecosystems of both hinterland areas and on the 
volcanic	fields	themselves.	
		Whilst	the	lava	fields	were	generally	of	lowish,	subdued	relief,	
later volcanism at the main ‘centres’, manifested as major 

volcanic	 edifices,	 and	 landforms	 more	 readily	 associated	
with composite-caldera volcanoes. These systems were 
characterized by the eruption of more evolved lithologies, 
widespread pyroclastic activity and eventual collapse and 
debris	 flow/avalanche;	 examples	 are	 seen	 on	 Rum,	 Eigg,	
Ardnamurchan, Mull and Arran.
  Following a brief introduction to the Province, my talk 
intends to explore this diversity and what we know (surmise) 
about the environments, landscapes and life on these mid-
Palaeocene volcanoes.

Deaths
During the past three months we have been made aware of the death of the following members:

Charles Holland                          John Potter                          Margaret Wenban

Please	notify	the	office	if	you	become	aware	of	the	death	of	a	GA	member.	We	are	always	open	to	receipt	of	short	
obituaries and/or a photograph - so if you would like to write one please get in touch.
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Evening Lecture: Environments and Landscapes during the development              March 6th, 2020
        of the Mid-Palaeocene Hebridean Igneous Province, NW Scotland:      
        contributions from tectonic settings     

By:  Dr. Ian T. Williamson, School of Earth and Environment, Leeds University

Figure 1: Sea stack of Sun Beag on the island of 
Sanday (off Canna) – basaltic lavas with interbedded 

sedimentary units; Isle of Rum in the background

We welcome the following new members to the Geologists’ Association:

Elected December 2019 – March 2020

Michael Badley Grace Belshaw  Kiran Chakravarti Sophie Carter  Colin Cranfield
Paolo Custodie James Dellar  Lia D’Heldt  Julie Dore  Amy Edgington 
Adam Eskdale Robert Gatliff  Craig Hallam  Anne Karin Holmefjord
Andrew Hopkins Gordon Hull  Richard Hubbard Christopher Jackson Max Jansen
Pam Jenni  Peter Loftus  Michelle McGrath Jodie McNamara Mike Millar
Steve Ross  Rebecca Schlegel Graham Shields  David Stamp  Carol Tallon
Emma Watts  Ying Zhou.

We welcome the following Local Groups/Affiliated Society’s to the 
Geologists’ Association

Geo-East naomi.stevenson@naturalengland.org.uk   
Rotunda Geology Group TheSecretary@RotundaGeologyGroup.org



Presidential Address:  Exploring for Hydrocarbons - a Risky Business (Pt 2)              May 1st, 2020
                     
                       
By:  Nicholas Pierpoint

Evening Lecture:   “Pills and Politics”; a new look at George Bellas Greenough         April 3rd, 2020
          and his Geological Map of 1820                   
                   
By:  Prof Hugh Torrens, School of Geography, Geology and the Environment, Keele University

The theme of last year’s Presidents’ address considered 
the risks involved in drilling for hydrocarbon. The focus 
was mainly on geological risks in particular pore pressure, 
although there was brief mention of some commercial and 
political risk. 

Equipped with an understanding of subsurface risk this 
presentation will focus on a case-study of a well control 
incident which occurred in the Nile Delta (2004). The 
prospect to be drilled was well constrained by offset well 

data.	The	potential	geohazards,	whether	identified	on	seismic	
or encountered in offset correlation wells were assessed and 
mitigated against in the well design.  In doing so, this should 
enable the well objectives to be achieved in a safe manner, 
and hopefully within budget. A reminder - the risk is whether 
or not there is over pressure - the uncertainty is the degree 
of over pressure.

The ‘black box’ data from the rigsite revealed drilling 
practices	prior	to	the	event,	which	reflected	decisions	based	

on a particular interpretation of the parameters.  This 
case study is used to illustrate how vital it is to fully 
assess accurately geological data near real-time. 
Following a post well investigation of data recovered 
from the rigsite it was possible to understand what 
occurred and why. 

Lessons from this incident have been shared across 
the industry. A critical link is communicating geological 
uncertainties to the rigsite team in a clear and timely 
manner. Indeed, real time data feeds from rigsite to 
office	locations	facilitate	an	extra	level	of	surveillance	
– which has to be good.  A drilling rig located over 100 
km offshore and drilling in waters depths in excess of 
300m can feel a remote and potentially a vulnerable 
place if things do not go to plan.

George	 Bellas	 Greenough	 (GBG)	 is	 a	 difficult	 subject,	 as	
he published little, and has never received basic biographical 
study, probably due to the complex history of his own archive 
after 1907, when it left London for County Cork. There, due 
to terrible incidents with one of his relatives during the 1916 
Easter Rising, their family’s three Irish houses were subjected 
to repeated burnings in the Irish War of Independence, which 
followed. The great majority of his archive was however 
saved, and by 1922 had been split between two cousins in 
Layer-dela-Haye in Essex where time and rats took their tolls. 
By 1992 both had reached University College, London, where 
the second part remains uncatalogued.

The lecture will attempt to explain this; GBG’s origins and 
how his inherited wealth from quack remedies had become 
worth around today’s £20m, by the time he died in Naples in 
1855. He studied abroad and became an inveterate traveller, 
then used his wealth to become an MP in early 1807 for 
the notoriously rotten borough of Gatton, near Reigate. 
That same year GBG helped found the Geological Society of 
London (GSL), but remained adamant that fossils could not 
identify strata. This brought friction between him and William 
Smith, and resulted in the Society’s rival Geological Map of 
England and Wales, which then prevented any extensive sale 

of Smith’s. This mapping was organised by GBG, and helped 
by	a	significant	GSL	group,	including	Buckland,	Aikin	and	two	
Conybeares	 (but	who	all	 used	 fossils	 in	 their	 identifications	
of strata). In addition Smith’s pioneering Orders of Strata 
from 1797 became the basis for the GSL’s new Orderings, 
through Buckland who had printed eight different, but sadly 
ephemeral, Stratigraphical Charts between 1814 and 1819, 
before the GSL’s map was ready in May 1820. After 1820 
the GSL became fractious and politicised, leaving GBG’s real 
legacy hard to discern.
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Liverpool Geological Association organised 
a	 field	 trip	 to	 the	 Williamson	 Tunnels	 as	
part of the 2019 GA Annual Conference. 
The Williamson Tunnels are a labyrinth of 
underground chambers quarried beneath 
the Edge Hill district of Liverpool. The 
project is run by Friends of Williamson’s 
Tunnels, a registered charity dedicated 
to the preservation and exploration of 
the Williamson Tunnels and to increasing 
knowledge of Joseph Williamson’s works.

We were met by an enthusiastic group of 
volunteers who gave us an introduction to 
the project before leading the groups on an 
informative guided tour of the tunnel sites. 

The City of Liverpool is located on the SE 
margin of the East Irish Sea Basin. Triassic 
Sherwood Sandstone Group outcrop is 
controlled by a series of N-S trending faults 
that form a several ridges of which Edge 
Hill is one.

The underground chambers were cut into sandstones 
and mudstones of the Chester Formation, the lower part 
of the Sherwood Sandstone Group, deposited in an arid 
environment with ephemeral rivers on braided alluvial plains 
and	 playa	 mudflats.	 	 In	 the	 Edge	 Hill	 area	 the	 Chester	 

 

Formation (formerly known as the Chester Pebble Bed 
Formation)	comprises	fine	grained	red-brown	sandstone	with	
sporadic mudstone interbeds. 

Regionally the formation shows a progressive change in 
lithology northwards, from a coarse-grained, typically well

2019 GA Conference Field meeting Report: The Williamson Tunnels     
     
Leader: Phillip Firth, Liverpool Geological Society                              By:  Richard Wrigley
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Halstead Lecture:  Deep carbon cycling through time:        June 5th, 2020
          evaluating contributions from past tectonic settings                 
                     
                       
By:  Kevin Wong, University of Leeds

Carbon is a key control on the surface chemistry and climate 
of	 Earth.	 Significant	 volumes	 of	 carbon	 are	 input	 to	 the	
oceans and atmosphere from deep Earth as volcanic carbon 
dioxide (CO2) and are returned to large carbon reservoirs in 
the mantle during subduction. Tectonic settings (e.g. arcs, 
mid-ocean ridges, and continental rifts) are known to emit 
dramatically	different,	temporally	and	spatially	variable	fluxes	
of	 carbon,	 and	 represent	 a	 first-order	 influence	 on	 carbon	
outgassing from the deep Earth. The relative abundance 
of different tectonic settings throughout Earth’s history 
therefore plays a vital role in maintaining the deep carbon 
cycle on geological timescales. Over the past ten years the 
Deep Carbon Observatory has made enormous progress in 

constraining estimates of volcanic carbon outgassing 
flux	 at	 different	 tectonic	 settings.	 In	 this	 talk,	 I	
provide an overview of these recent developments 
to estimate carbon inputs and outputs at present-
day plate boundaries. Using this understanding of 
present-day	 carbon	 fluxes	 in	 tandem	 with	 tectonic	
plate reconstruction models, I demonstrate how we 
can	 estimate	 carbon	 fluxes	 from	 different	 tectonic	
settings through the past 200 million years given what 
we know at the present day, and highlight some of the 
key controls that affect the input and output of carbon 
to Earth’s surface. This synthesis summarises our 

current	understanding	of	fluxes	at	tectonic	settings	and	their	
influence	on	atmospheric	CO2 and provides a framework for 
future research into past deep carbon cycling.

One highlight of this study is the potential for immense 
volcanic CO2 degassing at continental rifts; however, 
compared to other tectonic settings, the magmatic character 
of continental rifts remains enigmatic, and so too are the 
processes that control the release of carbon from continental 
rifts. In the second part of my talk I present some of my PhD 
work	(and	lots	of	fieldwork	photos!)	on	the	volcanically	active	
Ethiopian sector of the East African Rift, the longest active 
present-day continental rift system on Earth.

Figure 1: Joseph Williamson’s Tunnels – The known & suspected 
tunnels in Edge Hill (September 2019) 

https://williamsontunnels.com/the-tunnels/map/


